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Description of Lot No. 6.
Homestead Map No. 12.
Kaaahulu (Kamuela), Hawaii

Beginning at the S.W. corner of this Lot being also the S.W. corner of Lot No. 4, and running as follows:
1. 86.33' true 0° 00' 00" feet along the Kapolei Laino boundary
2. 324.06' true 33° 39' 29" feet along the Kapolei Laino boundary
3. 450.48' true 246.90' feet along the Kapolei Laino boundary
4. 386.35' true 130.10' feet along Lot 6
5. N 8° 26' 4 true 168.88' feet along road
6. N 59° 27' true 392.67' feet to initial point and containing an area of 12.19 acres.
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